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PHONOLOGY OF ARIZONA YAQUI

0. Introduction. This thesis has been completed 
under the direction of Dr. John Yegerlehner and Dr. Edward 
H. Spicer of the Department of Anthropology, University of 
Arizona. Their advice and aid has been of great value.
The research upon which-the work is based was made -possi
ble through a ; grant from the Comins Fund, University of
Arizona. . * ....**. r *. < - . ■ * - • • •*

- The, phonolpgy presented here is that of an Arizona 
dialect of Yaqui as spoken by-Refugio Savala of Pascua.
Mr^ Savala was b o m  in Magdalena, Sonora,1 in 1903% but 
came to the. united States with his mother at about one 
year of, age. He has lived here since, and attended school 
in Tucson through the. second year of high school. Yaqui 
was . the language of h is, childhood • home (Splcer ,:... 1941-8 s 
112-4) • As is not uncommon among Pascuans * (See / Barber % 
1952) , he speaks Spanish and English also.', - Hd is literate 
in all three. . •, . -

: 0^1. Recorded sources, other - than the tapes made
with Mr. Savala, were, two tapes of Yaqui .words recorded 
by Dr. Spicer in 1953 with a South Tucson, informant % Pon-. 
ciano Flores. I.:transcribed this material! but that which 
has been used here was reeliclted from Mr. Savala and re-
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transcribed for the purpose of maintaining a homogeneous 
corpus.

Before I collected tapes with an informant I also 
listened to a recording of an Easter Sermon by Ignacio 
Alvarez, originally recorded on disc by John Green, Eas
ter Sunday, 1941. To facilitate listening, parts of the 
recording were-transferred to tape in the radio and tele
vision studios of the Speech Department at the University 
of Arizona. I did no transcription from this recording, 
though on several occasions I consulted the published text 
edited by Muriel T. Painter, Refugio Savala, and Ignacio 
Alvarez (1955)• For other written texts and articles * 
consulted, see the bibliography at the end of this paper.
I am especially grateful for the availability of the un
published materials of Jean Johnson and. E. IU Spicer.

. - '; 0.2. Terms .and symbols used in this study are
taken from or adapted from the following sources; 1)"Use 
of'the; symbols: [1 = allophonlc transcription; / / = pho
nemic transcription; and articulatory descriptive terms 
are from Bloch and Trager (1942: 10-27). 2=) The term
macrospan is used here for a unit analogous to Rockett*s 
(1955:43-5) unit which he calls macrosegmentJ 3) The term 
Intonation and associated concepts, such as terminal junc
ture, are adapted from Pike (1948), Rockett (1955:45-51) 
and Trager and Smith (1951:41-9)  ̂ Symbols used here are
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4
for convenience In typing. 4) Additional symbols are > 
for becomes, and ̂  for alternates with. These, along with 
the numbering system used in this study, are in standard 
use in current (1958) editions of International Journal of 
American Linguistics.- 5) Low dot for syllabic boundaries 
is from Pike (1947)• 6) The principles of phonemics and
morphophonemics, in general, have been drawn from Harris 
(1951) and Bloch and Trager (1948).

1. Procedures:
1.1. Eliciting. Three eliciting techniques were 

employed in order to get materials to be recorded. The 
Indiana University Archives of the Languages of the World 
eliciting drawings were presented to the informant. These 
evoked long and complex utterances.

Next, short English utterances were presented as 
translation stimuli. This method was designed to obtain 
materials for checking hypotheses regarding tonal contour 
and juncture phenomena.

The third type of eliciting was directed toward 
obtaining directional and relational material of use for 
future morphological study as well as for phonological stu
dy. A three-dimensional model of a Yaqul house and yard, 
with ramada and other typical items,' was placed before the 
Informant. Matchstick figures of a man, dog, horse, bird, 
and housefly were manipulated into different positions with
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respect to the other elements of the modeli An. effort was 
made to cause thd stick figures to represent actions that 
the animals they symbolized would normally perform. The 
man walked around the house, lay down under the ramada, 
stood before the house, gathered firewood from the ground 
and pilediit up, picked:flowers, and so on. The bird flew 
in circles above the house, then in one window and out an
other ■( or through the house),' lit .on the ramada, and did 
other things that birds can do. The house-fly walked up 
and down the wall of. the house, and so on. - -

This pantomime was done largely without .English, 
except to identify each matchstick figure to the Informant. 
There was some; repetition in order to permit varying ways 
of expressing a relationship^ The method was successful 
in stimulating fairly immediate responses of the type in
tended . - • -• •• •! • - *'.• ’ * t ’ ,

1.2. Recording. A total of forty-five hours was 
spent in informant sessions. Of this time, two and one- 
half hours-were spent in recording, resulting in forty- 
five minutes of tape. All this is in Yaqui,' except for 
identificatory labels, and forms the bulk of the corpus 
from which this analysis was ma,de. Eliciting techniques 
were such that the machine was not recording while the 
stimulus was presented and the informant contemplated his 
answers. This procedure provided pauses for the insertion
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of Identiflcatory labels which were keyed to a written re
cord so that the material could he quickly located on the 
tape.

The machine I used, courtesy of the Department of 
Anthropology, Iteiversity of Arizona, is a Webcor, Webster 
Chicago Model 210, American D-22, with a crystal unidirec
tional microphone. I used plastic backed magnetic tape and 
recorded only on one track^ so that repetitive short play
backs would be practicable. With respect to speed, the 
first twenty-five minutes were recorded at 3•75 inches per 
second, but after that the speech was recorded at 7.5, in 
order to improve fidelity and make possible a speed de**.- 
crease in playback as a device to aid in checking pitch , 
phenomena. . .

More favorable recording;with this equipment re
sulted when recording volume /was intermediate to,low and 
the microphone placed four to six inches from the lips of 
the Informant. : r ' : .

1.3.( .Translating. The recorded material was ' 
translated by playing back short spans of the tape to the 
informant and transcribing his:slow speechequivalents. :
Each section of speech was then translated literally ac
cording to the informant's segmentation of the text into 
lexical units. A free translation followed this.

After each translation session the fast speech was 
transcribed allophonlcally from the tape, with the use of
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black pencil for segmental phones and red pencil for tonal 
contour and Juncture features. Later the use of red pen
cil was discontinued.

1.4. Filing;. Filing was begun mainly with an aim 
to discover the status of tone in Yaqul. Lexical items 
given separate English equivalents by the informant were 
filed on separate slips. Below each item was written the 
fast speech form. This proved'! a useful record. Each oc
currence of the item was placed on the same slip and marked 
according to its"position in the running text, and thus on
tape. Slips were indexed to Yaqul according to the slow

1:
speech forms; and* carbons were indexed to English*
* • - Files'of-the word lists transcribed from Dr. Spicer's
tapes were kept in a separate’file;

2. Consonants. The phonemes are /o/. /t/. /k/,
/V. /*/, /b/, /d/, /m/, /n/, /□/, /h/, /r/, A/. /"/, A A
The phoneme /d/ occurs in Spanish loan words only. (For 
a treatment of Spanish loanwords in Yaqul see Spicer,(1943) 
and Johnson (1943).

2.1. Voiceless labial /p/ has two variants, an 
unaspirated bilabial stop [p] and a labiodental fricative 
^f]. Examples are [japol ̂  C^afo] third person singular 
actor; LpuaJ to pick.

2.2. ‘ Stops /t/ and /k/ are voiceless and unaspi
rated. They are apico-alveolar and dorso-velar, respec
tively. /k/ has a backed variant [ql preceding back vowels.



Examples are [k&t] yet: [qo?oqol hurt; fbultekl ran: [taa^ul 
cottontail rabbit^
' i Some consonant clusters with /k/ as a first member
may be lubricated with a non-phonemic schwa# Examples.are: 
L7aurukatel approach it; [7in£poa?anuk8buitek] l ran away 
with It;

2.3. Glottal stop P J  is produced by closure of the
glottis. Examples are: Pba?alya1 white rat: [?&mmal@] your 
mother; :■ " ( V . ■ ,:: . ; • ,

2.4. The affricate /X/.is voiceless and apico-pala
tal. It has a stop onset and shlbilant release. There is
a variant [cl in fast speech in which the release consists 
of a. sibilant. Phonetically the allophones are [t&] ̂  [tsl: 
Examples are: L&uu^alal while: L?&n8lvo^o^lXekl ^  [^&n6ivo- 
?cy9icakl I watched the road for you (singular).

2.5. The labial voiced /b/lhas three allophones.
These are Cbl, a bilabial unasplrated stop occurring in 
initial position, and two: fricatives, bilabial [/fj and , 
labiodental: [yl, occurring in initial and medial positions. 
Examples are [bo^ol^ l^o?ol ̂  [vo^ol road, path: [hl'va] ~  

Ihljga] ..lust, already  ̂ • • . ,
2.6. Voiced unasplrated alveolar stop /d/ occurs 

only on one occasion in my corpus, though it occurs in a 
larger number of instances in other texts consulted. It 
Is a loan phoneme from Spanish (Spicer, 1943 and Johnson,
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1943). The example In my corpus Is [diosl God.

2.7. Nasal continuants /m/ and /n/ are voiced.
The /n/ Is aplco-alveolar, except when preceding /w/ or 
/k/ where a dor so-velar allophone [r)3 occurs. This Is an 
arbitrary assignment of the allophone [q ! . (See morphophe-
mlc statement 8.3.)•

, . The /m/ Is bilabial In all positions under the a-
bove conditions. Examples are: L^ampotulsi^Imyepsak] you 
(singular) are welcome here: [sl^lmeflgwaam+saka^alam] all 
those have gone by here: [malam&eZSal mother moon: (tuanoo- 
klm] good words: [nehpol I (actor); tJamaQqo^oml down yon- 
der: .• Tta?ata?amarjW£^eol the sun Is falling yonder: jjbatws- 
tu^urrakanl. the river was good.

2.8. Voiceless spirants /s/ and /h/ are aplco-al- 
veolar and glottal respectively. Examples are [huhamutsll- 
ka+melcka] the woman went away: [kuhkuta] rosary wood: [sl?- 
Ime] all. .

2.9. Voiced liquids are aplco-alveolar flap /r/ 
and alveolar lateral /l/. In Initial position the flap
has a schwa onset. The point of articulation for the later
al, when preceding front vowels. Is post-dental. In Initial 
position It may have an aspirated onset. Examples are:
[karl| house; L9rautyal rinse out; [lionoka] -pray; Cwepull 
one: Papglal third person singular alone. -

2.10. Semiconsonants are voiced /w/ and /y/. The 
latter Is palatal. •The former has three dorso-velar varl-
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ants which occur in initial position when preceding /o/j 
a spirant rVj, and an unaspirated stop which may or may 
not be labialized,.fg].^ [gwl. - A-: /. _/r./.
, - , Among this allophonic set there is a possibility
of at least, two■ alternative analyses regarding the alio- 
phone [gl, which is undoubtedly a Spanish loan phoneme in • 
itexts,otherj than-my own. For example, in the:dialect of 
Ignacio Alvarez it occurs in contrast with /w/. (! ,

Examples; of this phoneme ares:/enemigo/, enemy 
(Painter, et. al.. 1955: 42. line 104); /milagrosom/ Mira
culous .(ibid., 57, • line 178) , /grasiata/ grace (ibid. , 59, 
line 186), /kastlgpta/ punishment (ibid.. 43. line 110)..- 
In these cases it does not, apparently, alternate freely 
with an allophone of /w/. If this material were to be in
cluded in the corpus, either /g/ could be assigned a pho
nemic status, and its alternation in.span Initial (See 4.) 
with /w/ when proceeding /o/ could be explained morphbpho- 
nemically, or the matter could be treated as a case of 
partial overlapping (cf. Harris, 1951:295-8). In the latter 
type, of solution the phone in the environments #_/o/. or ;. 
+_/o/ would be assigned as an allophone: of '/w/. In all 
other cases it would be assigned to. a  phoneme /g/.

- Since it does not occur in my corpus except as
; - , ; ■ _ . . •; 3

stated, I have adopted the solution of assigning it to /w/. 
Examples are [wo?i] ^  ,[g¥o?i] ^  (go?i] ^ [ T o ?il coyote:

' J r -  , - ■ ■ - * * - - -  ̂ ' - ■ v ' j 4 - - . . •" '' . *- ‘

[wa?am) there; (?o?owim) men: Lhwatan], wanted.



: ■ Examples of /y/ are fyoqol tomorrow; [huya] Brush, 
bush, tree,

3« Vowels, The phonemes are /i/, /e/, /a/# /»/, 
/u/. All allophones are voiced, except-under conditions 
cited in ^.1.2.3.

3.*1> The phonemer /i/ has two variants, high front 
unrounded [il, [ and a s  lightly lower high front [lj , Examples 
are |bo?o+tu?uriakezi) the road is good; jwahpaariatanebl&ek) 
I saw the farm plain; [huni^ll even (intensive). :

. 3• 2, • The phoneme /e/ has two allophones, the higher 
mid front unrounded [el and lower mid front [el . In fast 
speech the latter occurs before or after stops /t/ and /k/, 
as a variant near nasals and in clusters with back vowels. 
Examples are [voo^uktineyeusiikA] ̂  [vookuktineyeusiildi]
I went out across the road; you plural,

3*3* The phoneme /a/ has two allophones. These ' 
are low central unrounded [al amd-mid central unrounded [dl, 
The variait [3I usually o ccurs adjacent to phonemes /t/, .
/k/, and nasals, but also occurs elsewhere in fast speech. 
Examples 'are Pamak] with or acccaapanying: third person sin
gular: [^a?9kal after, behind; jjkawahpiiariatanE^^watdn) I 
wanted the farm field; [naponaavi&akuketsitQ] .I myself saw 
the little child.

: The phoneme /o/ has three allophones. These
are higher midjback rounded [ol, slightly lower mid back 
unrounded [d] , and higher mid back unrounded [a! , The

11
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allophone fo] varies with [o] following /w/ and /k/, and 
the Fa  1 varies with [ ol as a first member in clusters with 
/e/. Examples are [wo'kiml feet; fkottek] broken; [notte] 
return (intransitive); [yntme] Yaoul; (peraan) Yagui (lan- 
guage); [bwiapol on the ground.
;; 3.5• The phonemer/u/has three allophones. High

back rounded [ul occurs in medial and final positions. 
Lower high back unrounded [y\ occurs in vowel clusters 
preceding /e/. High central unrounded [*1 is a variant in 
fast speech:as first member in clusters with mid front 
vowels and all high vowels, including /u/, as the second 
member in clusters with;/l/ and /u/, and near nasals. 
Examples are [bvatukl because; ,[?usi3 child; [™bootan^ 4 
WatanwnnA] ;I wanted the road very much; [bvakaakanutvatw6] 
the river was wide; [baserantan&avi&H] I saw the lake; 
Kruifoikal sings.

1}.. Terminal Junctures, Intonation, Interjunctural 
Spans. A macrospan here consists of any sequence of pho
nemes bounded by double cross junctures (#).

lj..l. The defining characteristics of # as used in 
this study.Tare presented in the following subsections.

l|.el,l. Voooid is defined as any tone-bearing seg
mental phoneme. :Falling:tone^ which starts from the lowest 
of five allophonic pitch levels, (I4.I1..) , always occurs on 
the final:vocoid.• Falling tone is, in turn, always sue-
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oeeded by partially or completely devoiced phoneme (s j•
This series of phenomena is usually, but need not be, fol
lowed by pause-or silence.

i |..1 .2 . The phonemes A A  /V #  /m /, /n A  / l / >  / s / ,

A /  and allvowels occur in macro span final in simultaneous 
occurence with features which are assignable to #. .... :

4.1.2.1. ,A / r  and /t/ are always released.
4>1«2.2. /m/ and /n/ have semi-voiceless and

voiceless .variants If preceded by vowel(s), the vowel(s) 
may or may^not be nasalized, but will be voiced.

1{.»1« 2.3» Vowel(s j occurring macros pan final have 
a marked voiceless offglide or are completely devoiced. 
Examples ’ eu?e: .#nu^o7outekipanOA#. that man works: #nuh^» 
mutbulbulka^# that woman sings; #ilAuutabutat^a^aka- 
buitekaN# a little dog is running after.a cottontail rab- 
bit; #sillumeiriinwaam+ s a k a a l a m ^ #  allrthose 'have gone by 

here• ■ : .Y4 ::v.; .u. , ' - . ' .. - ' . . . -
lj..2. Amicrospan here consists of any sequence of 

phonemes; bounded by a plus (f) juncture on either or both

A + juncture has been used here to mark a 
pause internal to the macrospan. . ; ^  .

4.2.2. t juncture differs fraa # juncture in one 
respect: falling tone does not occur in microspan final - 
except when -it coincides with macrospan ‘final, where it is
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automatically assigned to #• Therefore nonfalling tone 
before pause, is: assignable t o +.
; . Examples are: /iteponawjft*batwemaklopola?aanen#
We were both alongside its #bootanefwatanunna# I wanted the 
road very much. (See also examples in lf,ij..l,,

4*3* Certain other features occurring in the matrix 
of the macrospan may not be subsumed under junctural pheno
mena. These are as follows:

4*3*1* No vowels occur initially; all consonants 
occur initially.

i l}..3*2. No consonant clusters occur finally or ini
tially.

r 4*3*3* Allophonically free variants restricted to 
span initials are as follows: 1J voiced stop variants of 
/b/ and /w/ may have nasal onsets, for example, #[1Bbo?oJ...# 
# D>o 7o]...# road, path; # ^gwo?i] ...# #[gw^i] ...#

coyote; 2) The .[*%! allophone of /w/ is, in addition, an 
aspirated variant which may occur in span initial position.

. 4*4* Intonational phenomena are interrelated with 
junctural phenomena and occur within the matrix of the span. 
There Eire five allophonic pitches, which will be accounted 
for distributionally below. One of these, falling tone, 
has been assigned to /#/ (4*1.1.J and so is not otherwise 
written,. Phonemic ally, summit (s J of tone are marked by an 
acute accent / '/.over vowel(s ) and low tone is left unmarked.
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4»4«1» In a series of more than two low tones suc

ceeding a summit, the sequence may consist of summit plus 
higher-low(s) plus lower-low(s), or the low tones may all 
be lower-low. In the examples, underlining indicates the 
allophonic shift from higher-low to lower-low. #hu#u?u?l- 
niebootsiika# The dog went on this road: #hu#ihoaraubl%a- 
nottibaeifnaebeubi^a# (%) want to return toward horns again, 
to mr mother; amhaamakafto?etekhani+amemaketehootek.huni-
hxiXinottekintu^irhoarau#ne+new^uturlamakne# if you should 
reach them (+) before night (+), if you talk to them. (.) 
then return again to my home. (#) and tell me about them.
wmHmmmm&wwm . v. mmrnmmm ^  • mmmKmKmmm mtmKmmmmmmmm■... mmmmm w h m h m h m h h h i

î .î .2. in the sequence high tone (s ) plus'low ; ‘ 
tone(s) plus high tone(sj, the second summit will usually 
be 1) lower than the first summit, or 2) on the same allo
phonic pitch as the first summit. Underlining indicates 
that a second summit'is allophonicaily lower-high as dls- 
tince from higher-high: #wahpaariaminabuekaekan# The farm 
plain was very wide: #kanaateteanukal-baseranta#baserahtane- 
tuawaatan#.' I couldn1 t ~f lnd.: the lake I truly wanted it .

lf̂ if.3. In contiguous macrospans there is a tendency 
for succeeding summits to become lower allophonicaily and/ 
or remain bn the same allophonic pitch. In the exan^le 
Imniediately above/ the summit In the first macrospan is 
higher-high, arai- succeeding summits, including those in the
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second macrospan, are lower-high. This tends to give macro-
span sequences a descending scale, so that the low tones in
the initial macrospan may be absolutely higher than the
high tones in the final macrospan, given as many as three
or four macrospans in a sequence*

ij.*!}..!}.* The first summit occurs in all combinations
with low in the first four syllables (See 5*) of a macro-

/
span. Examples are #siakiciktekahikauweye. • .# green color-

/  /  •

ing is coming up; #si?imeimwa^am8aaka?ala...# everybody went 
by here; #bo^omaklopolanesiika# I went along beside the 
road: #tuatu?ureakanbaseran# the lake was truly good; 
i)hu^u?uhunuebo?ot8iika# the dog went on that road; #nehu- 
makemakwe^etek...# maybe if I go with you singular;

y
#wamebato?imtem)oral 1m. . .# those people who do temporal 
farming, those temporal farmers.

$J. Syllabification* All sequences of phonemes may 
be accounted for in combinations - of the patterns listed be
low. Syllables as presented here- are phonological, not 
morphological, constructs: C.V(C)'» C W ( C ) , C V W ( C ) • Exam- 
nles are: /ket/ yet: Aoa.ra/ house, home;/ n i 3 W  here 
(fast speech form): /buia.po/ on the ground: #iu.Kuu.wok.- 
po.ko.?o:ko.siauk# the dog has hurt its foot; # ?in.to.hu.-
ya.hu*naen#^au.hla»blh. te.tua.hu. Xla.taa* ?aL.ma*ka*?in. to.-
baa.?a.mak# and the brush, even the same, revives Itself 
again with the sun and with the water; #. • .hu.ka.Ta.to.-
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mi*ta.bwia.po,we.£ia.ta# ...that money (goal) fallen on 
the ground.

6. Consonant clusters. All consonants which occur 
as second members of consonant clusters are /p/, /t/, /k/, 
/&/* /V# A/, /s/, A/» fa/> A A  A/, fa/, and are synn 
bolized below by the letter X. The letter Y stands for 
some of these second members, /pA A A  A A  A / »  A A  A  A  
A A  Consonants occuring as first members of clusters are
A A  A  A  A A  A A  A A  A A  A A  A A  A A  and A A  (see
section 4.1.2.} .

All consonant clusters consist of two members.
(See section ^.3.2.) Combinations which occurred in the 
corpus are as follows: 1-X; (k, t, m;- (X-r); n- (X-p, m, r); 
s-Y; h-(Y-s); b-(l, w ); p-(p,ttf,&, n, s, y); r-(t, b, s). 

Exanples of each-are listed.
1-X: Aepulpuusim/ one eye; Aepulteta/ a single 

rock; /baiko/ soft. fine, smooth; /wepul^lkul/ one mouse; 
/wenulbo?ota/ one road (goal); Aepulmeefa/ one moon; 
/we'pulnooki/ one word: Aepulsontao/ one soldier, one cha- 
paiyeka; Aepulhuya/ a single tr#m; /?anlmairata/ animals 
Xiall kinds); /lu7ullu?ute/ ending: /wepulwokim/ one foot; 
/wepulvoeme/ a single person. •

k-(X-r): ^wo7iwokpoko7okosia3nik# the coyote has 
hurt its foot: /7aurukte/ approach it; Aekka/ shelter, 
shade, raiaada: #...katuikbi^aka7atek£eahuni# if (she) 
see bad trouble; #7inepoa7anukbuitek# I ran away with it;



if6iiim^anee^alautiyeuweene# maybe the moon will come out 
early; /makne/ will give; /hakea/ where: #..eyukamakhu- 
•̂ uba'soyu7dfntoboktila# the grass has risen with the rain: 
#boomaklopolanesilka# I went along beside the road;
#•. .nehumakemakwe^etek# maybe if I go with you singular; 
/huatabetukymnho?ene/ rest underneath the brush.

t-(X-r): /^etpo/ among the plants; /nottibae/ 
want to return; #yukuaetko?omweye# rain falls on it; 
/^ametSaa^aka/ after them, behind them; /wfkitboa/ bird1 s 
feather; #ketme^abimila# the moon is still new; /katne/ 
will walk; /?atsuk/ laughed; /kethimak/ yet maybe: /bitla/ 
have seen; /wikitwokim/ bird's feet; /hamutyo?owe/ elder 
woman. " . V '

m- (X-r J: /^empo/ you singular ; #...senuyoemeim-
' ' / ' /' V V " S - / > / , / /

tawa#»*# one man remained here; #& . .lnlmkay%ui^o?eka?atek# # ## 
if they did not rest here: #djfosem&aniabu# God help you all; 
/ambi&a/ thither: #ba&italtommakne# it will give us corn; 
/liahamne/ will reach. overtake; /shnsuk/ (singular actor) 
has gone: /yumhuerla/ resting Place, a place to rest:
/sAla/ gone; /imwain/ .hither (slow form only); #?ihim- 
yiuahoebaehu^usi# the boy wants to rest here. * ■

- h-(X-p, m, r); /?intok/ and, also, moreover;
#•••?a?anatikine?aunoitine•••# to go and see third person 
singular and return; /?erilS 1/ you singular; /kopanbae/ 
wants to rest: /?inmampo/ in mj[ hand (slow speech only):

18



/?unna/ veryt too, much; /^mnansu/ u£ yonder; /^apohunen- 
hiune/ thus he will say; /^Vanlautipo/ now presently, 
immediately; /amanwame7©/ those yonder; /^inye/ this (fast 
form) •

s-Ys /waspowahiwa/ within the farmfleld; /nabustia/ 
beyond, through: /pasko/ fiesta; /?osbota/ blood; /linosna/ 
contribution: #tebohbassialikubulbulte# the little gopher 
running on the green grass; / 7amteswane/ inform them; 
/?usyoli/ beautiful.

h-(Y-sj: /nehpo/ It; /nabuhtia/ beyond, through; 
/kuhkuhta/ rosary wood; /ohbota/ blood; #wahmadclopolanesil
ka# I went beside the farmfleld; /limohna/ contribution: 
#tebohbahsiallkubuibuite# the little gopher runs on the 
grass; /^amtehwane/ inform them; /?uhyoli/ beautiful*

b-(1, wj: /pueblou/ town, people in a ceremony: 
#yoemehl?ibwan# the man was eating*

p-(p, t, X, n, s, y ); /pippin/ breasts; /kopta/ 
forget; /hap&i/ father (woman speaking), sir (v/oman speak
ing); /nunupne/ will carry; /hiapsi/ heart; /kapyeo/ 
sheep herder.

r-(t, b, s ): /norte/ north; /surbetana/ from or 
toward the south; /abersi/ if ^o see*

6*1. Spanish loanwords have been included in all 
statements, which enlarges the list of consonant clusters* 
In texts of Painter, et♦ al* (1955) there are occurences 
of Spanish loanwords which would serve to add even more

19
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consonant cluster patterns to those which are represented 
In the sample listed above. Some of these are Illustrated 
In words quoted In 2.9.

7« Vowel clusters. All combinations of two vowels 
occur. (See 8.) Examples are /nllm/ here (fast form); 
/?lhie/ this; /benasia/ like, as if; /hiokwe/ pardon, for- 
give; /hlubae/ want to say; /hu^uneiya/ know; /weeye/ go; 
/?ala?ea/ well (in good health); /weWeo/ falling; /teune/ 
will find; /haisa/ how; /kdpanbae/ want to rest: /^a^ainaaka/ 
give it: /hiao/ saying; /aunboka/ talk to third person sin
gular: /woi/ two: / 7amayoe/ escape; /hoara/ home; /nookim/ 
words; /?b'?ou/ man; /tuisi/ very; /bue^ituk/ because;
/buana/ weep; #...senuo^ou...# a single man; /puusim/ eyes.

7.1. Usually vowels in clusters are carefully arti
culated. In fast speech, however, /i/ >  /y/ following /n/, 
as in /?lnie/>  /?inye/ this. In addition /u/c> /w/ fol
lowing a bilabial allophone of /b/, as in [vuivuTtckl 7  
Cvui/5wit£k] , morphophonemically /buibuitek/ >  /buibwitek/•

7.2. A few clusters of three vowels were recorded 
in fast speech, but all have variants in slow speech in 
which the clusters are eliminated or limited to two mem
bers through insertions of glottal stop or semivowel, or 
through the morphophonemic alternation of vowel with semi
vowel. Examples are: /hiao/^ /hia^o/ saying; ./kookosiauk/ 
^  /ko?oko8l?ayuk/ hurt its foot; /buiapo/ /bwiapo/ on the
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8. . Morphophonemes. Alternations which are deter
mined only by phonological environments (in addition to 
those listed in 7 and 7*2*) are the following: .

8.1. - fix/ and /?/, when intervocalic, may drop out 
while the vowels may fuse, or, if identical, form geminate 
vowels. This is common in long spans. The same statement 
applies to /y/• Examples are /huya/ >  /hua/ tree: /bo?o/>  
/boo/ road, path; / ?aiyakame/ >  / 7akame/ rattlesnake, the 
one with rattles. . . ;
■ 1 8.2. 1 /h/ alternates with /s/ as a first member in
consonant clusters, and seemsto be the preferred variant.
For examples see 6. : - :■ r;..':..; -:-

8.3. /m/ alternates in fast speech with /n/ when
proceeding /w/ and /k/. Examples are /?im/ here + /wa?am/
> p Inwaam/; / ?imwain/ (slow articulation).> /^Awain/ 
hither. .• ■ .■ ,v..., i -:
• 8.1).. In fast speech / n / >  /m/preceding,/m/ and ;
/p/. Illustrative are, /baseran/ lake >  /-ta/> /baseranta/ 
lake (goal), but /baseran/ * /-po/ > /bas^rampo/ on the lake; 
/in/ + /mampo/ in hand, on hand >  /immampo/ in my hand , 
(fast speech form). . ■. ; .

- 8.5* In span initial, a /^/plus vowel, sequence
may drop out in fast speech. This may or may not be accom
panied by compensatory lengthening of an identical vowel

/ /in the succeeding syllable. Examples are: #*inim...# >
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#nilm.. .# here; #huim«. .# # m >  . .# that.

9* Limitations. of this Stud? and Possibilities for 
Farther Phonological Research. Certain limitations exist 
with regard to this study* Not the least of these is my 
lack of systematic information on the phonemic system of 
Refugio Savala* s Spanish and.English and the extent of 
their influence bn the Yaqui phonemic system represented 
in his speech. This would be a fertile topic for further 
research. '' - ' ' --

Several casual observations were made in the course 
of working with Mr. Savala,' regarding his pronunciation of 
English words, which indicate the possibilities of such a 
study. For example/ he! has difficulty with certain English 
consonant clusters such as -/ksts/ in texts, which he re
peatedly renders as /tehhts/. This phenomenon occurs in
dependently of his ability to articulate /k/, /s/, and 
/t/, all of which are phonemes in both Yaqui and English.
It reflects two features of his Yaqui phonological system:
1) consonant clusters are restricted to two members; 2) /h/ 
is the preferred variant in the morphophonemic alteration 
between /s/ and /h/ as first members of consonant clusters. 
It reflects influence of his control of an English system 
in that he has articulated four contiguous consonants, 
though he has perforaed an alternation characteristic of 
the Yaqui system in changing English /s/ before /t/ to /h/.



and an innovation in changing English /k/ to /h/, in /ksts/ 
>/hhts/«

Though in my corpus the information points to an 
assignment of [f 1 and Upl to a single phoneme, in other 
Spanish words of Mr* Savala’s speech these phones probably 
do not have distributional statuses which would lead to 
such an assignment. This:is another case in which the study 
of his Spanish phonological system would lead to a more 
satisfactory explanation. In £1 ort, it is a hypothesis 
worth investigating that all systems which Mr. Savala 
controls exert influences appearing as irregularities in 
any one system.

Complicating the difficulties presented by the 
present trilingual socio-llnguistic situation, the Yaqui 
language has a group of loans from an earlier time level 
(See Spicer, 19^-3)» so that the same Spanish loan-morph 
may have two different phonemic forms In Yaqui.

One would expect not only differences in phonemic 
systems, of the. speech of monolinguals as compared to that 
of bi- or trilinguals, but also differences conditioned 
by generational and geographic differences.
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